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Who was your target audience?
Needham Bank’s target audience was prospective businesses and consumers in Greater Boston and
MetroWest areas navigating the “new normal” of the Pandemic.
What was the objective of your item or campaign?
The objective was to listen and learn what the needs of our customers and communities were
during the Pandemic and respond quickly and effectively with appropriate brand messaging, relief
programs for individuals and businesses, and proactive community support.
What was your strategy and eventual objectives?
We had several initiatives in play that required us to “pivot” and delay a brand refresh with our
marketing partner Sean Tracey Associates. We believed that consumers, businesses, non-profits,
and our communities needed a strong financial partner throughout the Pandemic– one that would
help them rebuild when the time was right.
Key strategies included:
1.
Launching a new TV spot within two weeks of remote deployment on March 17, 2020, letting
the market know that Needham Bank was ready to help, taking advantage of record
viewership on the area’s top news station as consumers and business owners tuned in for the
latest Pandemic updates
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2.

Taking Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan applications from both prospects and
customers, while many other financial institutions offered PPP loans to customers only. Our
CEO believes that all small businesses matter and wanted to help as many as we could. He
did not want to decide which small businesses made it and which ones didn’t based on
whether or not they were existing customers

3.

Mobilizing over 20 interns from nearby Babson College and across the country, hiring 10
temps, and cross-training bank employees so that we could process PPP applications 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, taking advantage of SBA portal availability at all hours of the night to
get applications submitted

4.

Accelerating charitable contributions so that non-profits could reduce fundraising expenses
and budgetary uncertainty
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5.

Partnering with our local restaurants to deliver meals to first responders in each of our
branch markets and to our own front line staff members who continued to serve the
public. This helped area restaurants at a time when the business was needed and was a
welcome treat for the recipients

6.

Partnering with FinTech Abrigo to implement a loan forgiveness portal to help streamline
the PPP forgiveness process for customers and internal teams. This allowed us to get the
majority of our PPP loans submitted to the SBA for forgiveness so that business borrowers
had one less thing to worry about

7.

Holding 4 webinars for consumers on cyber fraud prevention (including information on
COVID-related scams), partnering with the Newton Needham Chamber to offer a webinar
for small businesses on cybersecurity and fraud prevention featuring a member of our
Advisory Council, and supplementing this outreach with customer emails, blogs/copy in
the Knowledge Center on our website

8.

Creating a follow-up TV commercial focusing on Paycheck Protection Program response
featuring 4 local small business customers

9.

Working with local and regional media to offer a perspective from Bank leadership around
COVID response, Paycheck Protection Program, and community support

10.

Keeping employees fully informed through regular town hall meetings led by our CEO
and COO, team meetings, intranet updates, and emails

Did you face any challenges? If so, how were they overcome?
Like so many businesses, Needham Bank faced the challenge of how to keep employees safe
while continuing to operate efficiently and effectively while mobilizing a majority of the
workforce to work remotely for the first time in the history of the company.

In terms of our marketing campaign, the pivot away from a scheduled brand relaunch meant
that we needed to rethink how and what we communicated. We originally wanted to feature
Needham Bank customers in all broadcast and print this year, but as the Governor began to
close down the state in mid-March, we needed to use stock footage for our first TV spot in
addition to some drone footage showing a very empty street in downtown Needham.
As state regulations eased, we were able to shoot a PPP spot under very strict guidelines in
June. We needed to deliver communications that supported the upcoming brand campaign
while hitting the necessary Pandemic related messaging.
At the same time, we opened a new branch office in the Mission Hill neighborhood of
Boston in June. The branch opened “by appointment only” with little fanfare, and all of the
traditional traffic building tactics were tabled as we encouraged people to bank
electronically. We scrapped advertising planned at nearby T stations given the lack of
ridership in the spring and summer. We were able to add customers through an organic
growth strategy focused on staff outreach to businesses, non-profits, and consumers,
supported by direct mail, local print, paid social and digital advertising, email, and mobile
billboards during higher traffic months in the fall.
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Discuss what distinguishes your entry as a possible recipient for this award.
Needham Bank made strategic decisions that benefited consumers, businesses, and nonprofits throughout the Pandemic period. We saw an opportunity better serve our
communities by offering PPP loans to both prospects and customers, accelerating
contributions to get funds to non-profits earlier in the year, supporting local restaurants by
sending meals for first responders (as well as our own front-line teams), working with the
media, and educating consumers and businesses about fraud prevention and cybersecurity
during a time of heightened fraud activity throughout the industry.

“COVID Response :30” Broadcast TV, OTT, Digital, Social

VIDEO # 1
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Building a community means a lot more than picking up a shovel.
It’s about helping your family and your neighbors.
It’s about coming together, even when we can’t physically be together.
At Needham Bank, we’ve spent decades building relationships with our customers.
Because the desire to build strong communities is in our nature… and in yours.
So, when the time is right, let’s build something together.
Needham Bank. Build Something.
Member FDIC. Member DIF. Equal Housing Lender.

VIDEO # 2

“We Said Yes” :30 – Broadcast, OTT, Digital, Social

Sometimes being too big gets in your way.
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We all know it’s the smaller local businesses that we really need, that we live and work
with everyday, that provide real solutions that matter most to our communities.
At Needham Bank, We’re proud to have provided 160 million dollars in paycheck
protection plan loans for local businesses saving nearly 16,000 jobs for people in our
communities.
When big banks said “No” we said “Yes” to everyone we could.
So, when you’re ready, we’re ready to build something together.
Needham Bank. Build Something.
Member FDIC. Member DIF. Equal Housing Lender.

WEBINAR
Fraud Protection Tips for Your Business
https://www.needhambank.com/knowledge-center/fraudprotection-tips-for-your-business-webinar-1008
Posted on 5/29/2020
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Protecting Yourself from Scams Related to Coronavirus - Posted 5/13/2020

NB WEBSITE:
KNOWLEDGE
CENTER POSTS

https://www.needhambank.com/knowledge-center/protecting-yourself-from-scams-related-to-coronavirus-999

Stimulus Checks Scams
Charity Donation Request Scams
Text and Email Phishing Scams

Reports of Unemployment Scams on the Rise during COVID - Posted 19 5/29/2020
https://www.needhambank.com/knowledge-center/elder-financial-scams-and-how-to-protect-yourself-1006

Elder Financial Scams and How to Protect Yourself - Posted on 5/29/2020

https://www.needhambank.com/knowledge-center/elder-financial-scams-and-how-to-protect-yourself-1006

Grandparent Scams
Medicare Scams
Telemarketing Scams
Lottery Scams
Email/Phishing Scams
Tips for How to Protect Yourself
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CUSTOMER
EMAIL
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Boston Globe – April 3, 2020

PRESS
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“Perhaps the biggest question is how long the money will last. Joe
Campanelli, CEO of Needham Bank, said he has heard anywhere from hours
to weeks. His bank was taking newcomers as well as existing clients: “We’re
not going to pick and choose [which company is] going to survive."

PRESS
Needham Bank announced last week that its new Mission Hill branch
on Tremont Street is now open for business.
The new branch, located at 1457 Tremont St. in Mission Hill, marks
the Bank’s first location in the City of Boston.
When the pandemic first started, bringing one of the most challenging
economic crises I’ve ever witnessed, we never rethought our choice to
open in Mission Hill,” said Needham Bank’s President and CEO Joe
Campanelli. “We thought, who opens a bank branch at a time like this?
We do. Because we know how important a strong local financial
partner will be to help community members and local businesses get
back on their feet.”
According to Campanelli the 128-year-old bank headquartered in Needham has a strong history of being a
community partner and experienced record growth in recent years. The Mission Hill location is one of five new
Needham Bank branches that opened during the past five years, bringing its total branch locations into the double
digits.
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“We’d searched for a couple years to find the perfect location in Boston,” said Senior Vice President, Carrie
Vargas. “I’m thrilled with how the building came together, but even more excited about the team we have in place
there, led by Maria Ramos, our branch manager. I have full confidence that they will provide the top-notch
service and community support that we’re known for.”
Needham Bank’s Chief Marketing Officer Karen Marryat said the choice to move to Mission Hill out of all the
potential locations in Boston, was a no-brainer. “In looking at various communities, we immediately clicked with
Mission Hill,” she said. “This is a truly vibrant community with strong local businesses supported by Mission Hill
Main Streets, thriving artists and musicians, and some terrific organizations supporting our new neighbors. As
we’ve gotten to know the community better in the past few months, we are more and more impressed and excited
by what’s to come in Mission Hill.”
The bank offers a full range of products like free checking accounts that boast no fees, full ATM fee
reimbursement, and no minimum balance required to earn interest. All of this comes with a robust online banking
experience and a five-star-rated mobile app.

Virtual Internships Help Small Businesses · Babson
Thought & Action
PRESS

Needham Bank President and CEO Joe Campanelli ’79 needed to help local businesses receive their Paycheck Protection Program
loans. Natalie Oakes ’21 needed an internship. The Babson connection brought them together.
“As a community bank, it was our responsibility to help as many small businesses as we could receive PPP loans from the Small
Business Association as quickly as possible,” said Campanelli. The program, offered in response to the pandemic, aimed to put $350
billion in loans to businesses across the United States, and banks needed to move quickly to ensure businesses in the communities
receive funds.
“We knew that we would receive more loan requests than we could handle with current resources. Instead of turning people away,
we reached out to Babson to get interns in place to help with various parts of the process,” Campanelli said.
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Babson’s Centers for Career Development (CCD) quickly reached out and notified students about this opportunity. One of the first to
apply was Oakes, back in the U.S. after having to leave her year-long study abroad program at London School of Economics
early because of COVID-19. “I was on the telephone with a CCD adviser when I received the email. I jumped on it. The next day the
interview was scheduled,” she said.
“Over a weekend, Babson was able to send us well-qualified applicants who we interviewed, hired and began to train that Monday,”
said Linda Farley, Needham Bank’s Senior Vice President, Human Resources. “We ultimately hired 16 interns and were able to
process loan requests around the clock since a handful were located in different time zones.”
One was Oakes, working remotely from home in California. She attended, along with the other Babson interns, a welcome meeting
with Campanelli, who thanked them for their interest in the bank. Then she got to work, learning about bank and government loan
processes. “My accounting background was helpful with some of the niche processes concerning the loans,” she said.
Looking back she notes that “it was impressive to see the amount of loans processed in the five week period.” And she’s continuing
her internship with Needham through the summer, working in the commercial and industrial lending areas. “A virtual internship
works,” she says. “Needham Bank was one giant team.”
“This partnership is a win-win for all,” said Campanelli. “Needham Bank processed more loans to help small businesses and Babson
students had a unique learning opportunity during a time when colleges are moving learning online. As a Babson alum, I’ve enjoyed
seeing this partnership come to fruition.”
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Thank you for your consideration.
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